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Enlightenment has been variously construed in different 
traditions. Among these definitions that have been advanced 
are: 

Purported States of Enlightenment 

Union with Voidness of Consciousness (Being) in the Metaconscious Mind 

Union with Soul Spark 

Union with the Wave of Present Time on the Akashic Records Subplane 

Union with Planetary Soul 

Union with Christ Child (Moon Soul) Nucleus of Identity 

Taking the Fourth Planetary Initiation 

Union with Cosmic Consciousness Nucleus of Identity 

Union with the Astral Soul 

Attainment of Yogi Preceptor Stage 

Union with a Supracosmic Path Nucleus of Identity 

Union with the Supracosmic Soul 

Union with the spirit on a Transcendental Path 

Union with a Transcendental Ensouling Entity 

Union with Satchitananda 
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We prefer to refer to enlightenment as the union of the 
attention with your cutting edge ensouling entity. This 
recognition of the integration center of your Superconscious 
mind brings about: 

(1) Gnosis - the Soul’s realization of its own nature beyond 
the apperceiving focus of attention 

(2) Activation of the wisdom of the higher mind leading to 
highest discernment of the Soul’s nature 

(3) Activation of the higher octaves of the will 
(4) Activation of the unconditional love, compassion, and 

understanding of the Soul 
(5) In advanced disciples, this may also activate the Guide 

faculty, which can lead the spirit and the attentional 
principle into union with the Soul 

(6) In some cases, this may result in a dialog between the 
personality and the Soul, in which the Soul imparts 
revelation of its nature, answers questions, and gives 
personal guidance 

(7) In some cases, the full awakening of the Kundalini Shakti 
to the level of your Soul may accompany the experience 
of enlightenment 

If you meditate and master the art of focusing your attention, 
you will be able to move your awareness at will to each of the 
purported states of enlightenment listed above.  

You will be able to activate your innate enlightenment that is 
present at your cutting edge of spirituality and bring your 
Soul’s love, wisdom, and power into manifestation.  
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As you advance on the path, you will be able to guide others 
into union with their Soul. You will begin to receive guidance 
and inspiration from your Soul. You will experience the 
awakening of your kundalini Shakti in a spontaneous and 
natural way. 
As your grasp of your enlightened nature grows, you will begin 
to bring the fruits of your enlightenment into expression by 
creativity, teaching, counseling, and changes in your lifestyle. 
As enlightenment guides you, it will move your life experience 
into a dramatic new context in which much that seemed 
impossible now seems possible; much that seemed unattain-
able now seems attainable. 
We encourage you to master the art of meditation to activate 
your innate enlightenment and enjoy the many fruits that this 
state confers. 
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The Exploring Enlightenment Process 

 

In this meditation, your task will be to enter selected focal 
points in which you are present as a conscious entity. You will 
explore this state through identification and monitoring your 
experience. 
So for example, we will begin by focusing your attention on the 
attentional principle. 
You first affirm: “I am the attentional principle,” or “I am 
consciousness.”  
You then monitor the following eight anchoring principles: 

(1)  Notice what you feel in this state 
(2)  Notice what you hear in this state 
(3)  Notice what you see in this state 
(4)  Notice what you taste or smell in this state 
(5)  Notice what you know in this state 
(6)  Notice what abilities you have in this state 
(7)  Notice the love or compassion your express in this state 
(8)  Notice who you are in this state 

We will perform identification and monitoring for each of the 
following centers: 

A) The Voidness of Consciousness (Being) in the 
Metaconscious Mind 

B) The Wave of Present Time on the Akashic Records 
Subplane 

C) The Christ Child (Moon Soul) Nucleus of Identity 
D) The Augoiedes of the Fourth Planetary Initiation 
E) The Planetary Soul or the Monad 
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F) Union with Cosmic Consciousness Nucleus of Identity 
G) The Astral Soul 
H) Your aligned Supracosmic Path Nucleus of Identity 
I) The Supracosmic Soul 
J) Your aligned spirit on a Transcendental Path 
K) Your aligned Transcendental Ensouling Entity 
L) Satchitananda 
M)  The Soul of the Bridge Path 

As you identify and monitor each of these states in turn, your 
task will be to assess 

What feels like my authentic core of knowledge, love, and 
power? 

Which of these states are active in me and influence my 
personality? 

In which state do I feel I have touched my enlightened 
nature? 
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Expanding upon Enlightenment 

Once you have identified your nucleus of enlightenment, you 
can expand upon this initial insight through looking at the 
following dimensions of enlightenment: 

How can I express my enlightened core in  

 My daily life? 

 My relationship(s)? 

 My career? 

 My service to others? 

 My creative abilities? 

 My spiritual growth? 
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Thank you for attending our webinar today! 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 


